PREPARATION OF THE MANUSCRIPT

In order to achieve uniform presentation and to avoid unnecessary delays, authors are requested to observe the following principles:
The manuscript should be printed by computer 12 pt Times New Roman font and double-spaced on one side of the paper with adequate margins (3 cm). Original drawings, figures, etc. must be submitted with the original manuscript.
The manuscript must be arranged as follows: Title, authors, abstract, key words, introduction, materials and methods, results and discussion, acknowledgement and references.
Abbreviations must follow International rules.

**Title:** Must be short and informative.

**Authors:** Initials and surnames of the authors will be written in capitalized each word and the address of the author(s) should be linked by superscript numbers, and listed beneath the title. Correspondence author must be indicated in the author names.

Example:

**Studies on some azopyrazole derivatives (13 pt)**

*Nedime Ergenç¹, Sevim Rollas², Yalçın Topaloğlu³, Gültaze Çapan¹ (11 pt)*

¹ Department of Pharmaceutical Chemistry, Faculty of Pharmacy, Istanbul University, 34116 Istanbul, Turkey (10 pt)
² Department of Pharmaceutical Chemistry, Faculty of Pharmacy, Marmara University, 34722 Istanbul, Turkey.
³ Department of Pharmaceutical Technology, Faculty of Pharmacy, Istanbul University, 34116 Istanbul, Turkey.

**Abstract:** Briefly give the objectives, methods, results and conclusions and it should not exceed 200 words (11 pt).

**Key words:** Authors must give a maximum of 6 key words which identify the subject covered by the paper (11 pt).

**Correspondence:** Email of correspondence author’s is written (10 pt).

**Introduction**
Should indicate the subject of the article which is generally based on a brief interperation of literature.

**Materials and methods**
This part contains a brief description of the materials and methods used.

**Results and discussion**
The data and results of the research (tables and figures) will be given and a comparison with literature citations will be made.
Researches carried on humans by applying drugs should have the approval from the related local Ethic Committees. The mentioned approval, the protocol made with the human volunteers and their consent for the studies should be attached and mentioned in this part of the manuscript.

**Table and Figure title should be short and informative (10 pt).**

Example:

**Table 1.** Purification of aspartate aminotransferase (AST) from the mantle tissue of *M. galloprovincialis*

**Acknowledgements** Supporting institutions or individuals are briefly acknowledged (10 pt).

**References:** Citation in the text is by author and date.

Examples:
(Ergenç, 2000) – one author
(Ergenç & Rollas, 2000) – two authors
(Ergenç et al., 2000) – more than two authors
(Ergenç & Rollas, 2000a, b) – more than one paper in the same year by the same authors
(Ergenç & Rollas, 2000; Ergenç et al., 2001; Ergenç, 2005) – listed by earliest year first for multiple citations.

The references should be listed alphabetically in the references section. The names of the journals should be in italics and volume numbers should be in bold letters (10 pt).

Examples:


**Book:** Bremer K (1994) Asteraceae: Cladistics and Classification. 1st ed, Timber Press, USA.


**Dissertations; Theses and Research Reports:** Demirci S (2010) Andırın (Kahramanmaraş) İlçesinde Etnobotanik Bir Araştırma, Unpublished MSc thesis, Istanbul University, İstanbul.


Always use the standard abbreviation of a journal’s name according to the ISSN List of Title Word Abbreviations.